Vanquet® 90º Frameless Sliding Enclosure
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Vanquet® Frameless Sliding Shower Enclosures for Tubs and
Stalls are revolutionary in the shower enclosure market. They
are the first sliding enclosure that features 1/2” tempered glass
with no top framing and a minimalist bottom roller system.
1. MINIMALIST BARREL KNOB

A standard barrel knob is all that’s needed to open this
easy to slide unit. Other knob, handle, and towel bar
styles are available to suit any taste.*
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2. TOP GUIDE

The masterfully-designed guide fastenes through the
glass. Door slides easily and safely with the glass
supported by the rock-solid stability of the 1/2” thick
stationary glass panel.
3. AIRGRAFT-QUALITY ROLLER SYSTEM

Internal roller system glides 1/2” thick heavy glass with ease
along an easy-to-clean, low-profile, non-grooved lower
track. The stationary panel rests in a low profile channel.
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4. STURDY CLAMPS
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Stationary panel is secured to the wall with 90º clamps.
Glass is custom ordered to ensure a precise fit even if
the walls are not plumb.
5. THICK TEMPERED GLASS

All Vanquet® enclosures feature 1/2” thick clear
tempered glass.
6. WATERTIGHT DESIGN

Ensures that spray will be contained within the enclosure.
7. REVERSIBLE LAYOUT

Door can close to corner or reversed so that a stationary
panel meets a 90º corner with two clamps. This places the
door on the right, closing to the wall. Door is waterproof
sealed to the end panel or the wall.
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8. PLATED TRACKS

All tracks and base metal are plated over brass unlike our competition.
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9. ANTI-JUMP DEVICES

All products contain advanced anti-jump safety
devices so doors can’t derail.
SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONS*

To ensure the utmost in safety, all tempered safety
glass is compliant with all ANSI and consumer
product safety commission specifications, as well as
the even more stringent SGCC specifications.

Clear glass is available in 1/2” thickness. Privacy
and decorative glass options are also available.
Can upgrade to StarphireTM ultra-clear glass and/or
VistaShield® low-maintenance coating.

Wheels, guides, clamps, and knobs are all
available in polished chrome, nickel, brass
and oil rubbed bronze finishes. Also available
in powder coat, painted in any color.

All exposed glass edges are polished.

Visit one of our
showrooms or call

800.633.3667

STRATFORD Headquarters
260 Hathaway Drive
Stratford, CT 06615

NORWALK

651 Connecticut Avenue
Norwalk, CT 06854

EASTCHESTER

447 White Plains Road
Eastchester, NY 10709

*Upcharge applies.

